
These are challenging times and with the multitude of information coming your way I thought the March         

newsletter should be full of happy faces and children busy working together. This will be alongside some positive 

messages, and of course the educator reports to parents. Enjoy!  
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Mar. 18th ’20 
Room One News 
 
Welcome to our many new faces joining us in Room One in recent weeks - Luke, Gabriel, Milou, 

Mary, Delila, Alice, and their families, we look forward to supporting each child’s transition to 

childcare as they discover new opportunities for play and learning. 

We have also welcomed two wonderful students in Georgie and Sarah who have both quickly 

engaged positively with the children and are greatly assisting the team wherever practical. 

March has been a busy month for celebrating birthdays in Room One with Julia, Mary, Sean and 

Gabriel all turning one and Jace enjoying his singing of ‘Happy Birthday’ throughout the day in 

the lead up to turning two. 

Learning Highlights: 

This month the children and educators have engaged with cooking crepes with Cherry one      

afternoon, this gives children the hands-on experience of being involved in a real life activity such 

as cooking, opportunities for taking turns in a shared group activity, observing the changes to  

ingredients throughout the process and utilising physical motor skills for mixing and pouring, 

along with delicious tasting at the end!  

Other play/ learning experiences include painting at the easels (and wherever else!) on the      

veranda; drawing with chalk and pencils; visits from the tortoises; visits to Pilyabilyangga (Kaurna 

for “Butterfly Garden”) where the children enjoyed an afternoon tea picnic, climbing steps,        

exploring new spaces and natural materials such as walking through the long grass, playing with 

sticks and rocks, and exploring the larger spaces to find a sense of wonder. We are celebrating 

the richness of our culturally diverse Waite CCC ‘family’ for ‘Harmony Day’ during the week of 

16/3 -20/3 through art experiences and learning greetings from a range of Room One children’s 

cultural backgrounds. 

We have also observed many children demonstrating their interest in helping and we encourage 

the children in daily routine tasks such as helping to sweep, water the garden, wipe down tables, 

and to support other children in their self-care. We daily witness examples of the children         

enjoying the joys (and sometimes frustrations) of emerging friendships with their peers as       

children begin to recognise the social value of the ‘other’. 

Staff Training: 

Sleep Safe Training (10/3/20) with SIDS/ red nose affiliated trainer provided the latest information 

and researched evidence surrounding safe sleep practices for the under twos. To ensure we are 

keeping babies safe in an effort to prevent Sudden Infant Death Syndrome (SIDS) we are now 

reviewing our current sleep policy and procedures to ensure we are maintaining the highest 

standards in these areas. We plan to share information with families on their enrolment through 

conversation and in the written format to ensure the parent community are aware of ways to  

minimise any risk to sleeping infants.  

Warm regards, 

Room One Team 



Room Two Report to Parents March 2020 

A big interest in Room Two for the last month has been movement and exploring our  

bodies. The children have been learning about their capabilities, attempting to climb in 

the adventure playground, jumping off balancing beams, dancing, and yoga. During the 

play the children are learning about turn taking, negotiating, communication, sensory   

integration, and projecting meaning.  

 

The children have been enjoying exploring their creativity through painting, collage,  

drawing, chalk drawing, playdough. They have been adding other skills to the play by 

practising with scissors, and communicating about what they are painting or drawing. 

 

We have been spending some time in Pilyabilyangga. The children have been engaging in 

the natural environment. The children make cubby houses, use leaves and gumnuts for 

cooking. Some of the older children have taken more notice of their environment,       

communicating when they hear a bird, or notice an insect, or a difference in their           

environment.  

 

Key word signing continues to aid with communication for the children. Conversations are 

sparked by children at using signs that they have learnt, and we continue to revisit and 

practice the keyword signs at group times.   



PAG Report Room 3 March 2020 

We celebrated Clean Up Australia Day with a walk around Waite Campus Ground. Children were very  

excited wearing their own gloves and picking up rubbish thus looking after Mother Earth. Little pieces of 

plastic and cigarette butts were mostly what we found. Before coming back to the Centre we walked to 

the Community Garden. This provided the children with the opportunity to explore the wider              

community, take considered risks when climbing the large tree near the garden. 

After arriving back to the Centre children had the opportunity to sort the rubbish in the right bin with 

Dani’s supervision. 

To support large muscle development we have been spending time not only in Pilyabilyangga but in the 

Adventure Playground where children can do more adventurous climbing and at the same time they have 

been learning about how to play safely. In The adventure Playground children have also been using large 

musical instruments where creating different rhythms and sounds were the main interest. 

Cubby house, firetruck and fire pit building in Pilyabilyangga using prunings from some plants and bricks 

have been of particular interest in the last few weeks. A large group of children worked collaboratively 

and cooperatively to create these props. This play enabled the children to explore lots of mathematical 

and engineering concepts such as size, angles, position, shape and number. Dispositions for learning such 

as creativity, commitment, negotiation, enthusiasm and imagination were all explored during the play. 

Under the Education for Sustainability program children planted some carrots, snow pea and broad bean 

seeds. Some of them are nearly ready to be planted in our veggie patch. 

Children have been enjoying making masks, kites and building with wooden and foam blocks and       

magnets. Older children have been showing strong interest in writing their names therefore we are     

restarting children sign-in sheets with their pictures in Room 3.  In the morning children can stick their 

own picture on a sign in sheet and sign their name (any attempts are welcomed and encouraged). 

We have been continuously practicing sign language especially during group times where we use signs 

for the different animals in the story and the song. Children have become little experts in signing words 

for different animals. We will continue to learn and teach new signs by following children’s interests. 

 


